Abstract. This paper studies bilateral, multi-issue negotiation between self-interested agents with deadlines. There are a number of procedures for negotiating the issues and each of these gives a different outcome. Thus, a key problem is to decide which one to use. Given this, we study the three main alternatives: the package deal, the simultaneous procedure, and the sequential procedure. First, we determine equilibria for the case where each agent is uncertain about its opponent's deadline. We then compare the outcomes for these procedures and determine the one that is optimal (in this case, the package deal is optimal for each party). We then compare the procedures in terms of their time complexity, the uniqueness and Pareto optimality of their solutions, and their time of agreement.
Introduction
Negotiation is a process that allows disputing agents to decide how to divide the gains from cooperation [5, 12] . Now, in practice, most negotiations involve multiple issues. However, for such encounters, the outcome depends on the procedure that is used [3] . Such procedures specify how the issues will be settled. Broadly speaking, there are three possibilities: (i) Discuss the issues together as a package deal (PD). This gives rise to the possibility of making tradeoffs across issues. (ii) Discuss the issues simultaneously, and independently of each other. This is called the simultaneous procedure (SIM). (iii) Discuss the issues one after another. This is called the sequential procedure (SEQ) . Note that in the latter two cases, the issues are settled independently and so the agents cannot make tradeoffs.
As the three procedures yield different outcomes [10] , a key problem for the agents is to decide what procedure they should use. Moreover, in many practical cases the agents have to decide this in the presence of time constraints and uncertain information. Given this, it is important to study the strategic behaviour of agents in such circumstances, and to determine what is the optimal procedure (i.e., the one that maximises expected utilities). To this end, this paper studies and compares the three main procedures for agents with deadlines and where each agent is uncertain about the other's deadline. We show that, for each agent, the PD is the best. We then compare the procedures in terms of four important attributes: their time complexity, whether their solutions are Pareto optimal, the uniqueness of their solutions, and their time of agreement.
Our analysis shows that, only the PD generates a Pareto optimal outcome, and that all three procedures have polynomial time complexity. In terms of the time of agreement, the PD and the SIM procedures are similar but the SEQ procedure is comparatively slower. Finally, we find the conditions for uniqueness of the solution.
There has been some formal comparison of different procedures to find the optimal one (see Section 5) . However, all this work has two major limitations. First, it has focused on comparing procedures for negotiation without deadlines. But we believe deadlines are an important feature of most automated negotiations. Moreover, the strategic behaviour of agents with deadlines differs from that without. Second, it has only focused on finding the optimal procedure, but has not compared the solution properties of different procedures. Again, we believe this is a serious shortcoming that we rectify in this paper. Given this, our paper therefore makes a twofold contribution. First, we obtain the equilibrium for each procedure 1 when there are deadlines. Second, on the basis of this equilibrium, we provide the first comprehensive comparison of their solution properties (viz. time complexity, Pareto optimality, uniqueness, and time of agreement) and thereby allow agents to make a more informed choice about which procedure is most suitable in which circumstances.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces single-issue negotiation. Section 3 studies the three multi-issue procedures for the complete information scenario. Section 4 treats the agents' deadlines as uncertain. Section 5 discusses related work and Section 6 concludes.
Single-issue negotiation
We first give a reasonable standard model of single-issue negotiation and then move to the multi-issue case which is the main focus of this work. Two agents (a and b) negotiate over a single issue i using Rubinstein's alternating offers protocol [6] . Each agent has time constraints in the form of deadlines and discount factors. Since we focus on competitive scenarios with self-interested agents, we model negotiation with the 'split the pie game'. This complete information game is based on the split the pie game analysed in [2, 1] . The issue i is a 'pie' of size 1 and the agents want to find how to split it between themselves. The pie shrinks with time, and this shrinkage is represented by a discount factor denoted 0 < δ i ≤ 1 for both agents. At time t = 1, the size of the pie is 1, but at t > 1, the pie shrinks to δ
If an agreement is not reached by an agent's deadline, then it quits and negotiation ends in a conflict. Both agents prefer an agreement to a conflict. Hence, negotiation must end by the earlier deadline n = min(n a , n b ). We denote the set of real numbers as R and the set of real numbers in the interval respectively. Agent a (b) gets zero utility if t > n a (t > n b ). Finally, the conflict utility is zero for both agents.
For this setting, the offers are determined as follows. Let a make an offer at t = 1. To begin, let the earlier deadline is n = 1. If b accepts at a's offer at t = 1, the division occurs as agreed; if not, neither agent gets anything (since n = 1). Here, a is in a powerful position and is able to propose to keep 100 percent of the pie and give nothing to b 2 . Since n = 1, b accepts this offer and an agreement takes place at t = 1. Now consider the case where the earlier deadline is n = 2. At t = 1, the size of the pie is 1 but it shrinks to δ i at t = 2. In order to decide what to offer in the first round, a looks ahead to t = 2 and reasons backwards. It reasons that if negotiation proceeds to t = 2, b will take 100 percent of the shrunken pie by offering [0, δ i ] and leave nothing for a. Thus, at t = 1, if a offers b anything less than δ i , b will reject the offer. Hence, at t = 1, a offers [1 − δ i , δ i ]. Agent b accepts and an agreement occurs at t = 1.
In general, if the earlier deadline is n, a decides what to offer at t = 1 by looking ahead to t = n and then reasoning backwards. This decision making leads a to offer
Agent b accepts and negotiation ends at t = 1. We now extend this single-issue model to the multi-issue case.
Multi-issue negotiation with complete information
As mentioned in Section 1, the existing literature does not analyse the multi-issue procedures for negotiation with deadlines 3 . Hence, we first analyse the complete information setting. Here, a and b negotiate over m > 1 issues. These issues are m distinct pies and the agents want to determine how to split each one. As before, each pie is of size 1. Let the discount factor for issue c where 1 ≤ c ≤ m be 0 < δ c ≤ 1. . For this setting, we now obtain the equilibrium for the PD, the SIM, and the SEQ procedures.
The package deal procedure. For this procedure, the agents use the same protocol as for the single-issue case (described in Section 2). However, an offer for the PD includes a proposal for each of the m issues. Agents are allowed to either accept a complete offer (i.e., all m issues) or reject a complete offer. An agreement can therefore take place either on all the m issues or none of them. As per single-issue negotiation, an agent decides what to offer by backward reasoning. However, since an offer for the PD includes a share for all the m issues, agents can now make tradeoffs across the issues in order to maximise their cumulative utilities. The function TRADEOFFA is agent a's function for making tradeoffs, and is described in more detail in the proof of Theorem 1. The function TRADEOFFB for b can be defined analogously.
The equilibrium offer for issue c at time t is denoted as [a denote the shares for a and b. We denote the equilibrium package at time t as [a
is an m element vector that denotes a's (b's) share for each of the m issues. Also, δ t−1 ∈ R m is an m element vector that represents the sizes of the m pies at time t. The symbol 0 denotes an m element vector of zeroes. For each pie, the sum of the agents' shares at time t is equal to the size of the pie at t (i.e., for
). Finally, for time period t ≤ n, we let A(t) and B(t) denote the equilibrium strategy for agents a and b respectively. Given this, Theorem 1 characterises the equilibrium for the PD.
Theorem 1.
The following strategies form a Nash equilibrium. For t = n they are:
denotes the offer made at time t, then the strategies are:
where
. An agreement takes place at t = 1.
Proof. We look ahead to the last time period (i.e., t = n) and then reason backwards. If negotiation reaches the deadline (n), then the offering agent takes everything and its opponent gets nothing. Hence, we get Equations 1 and 2.
In all the preceding time periods (t < n), the offering agent proposes a package that gives its opponent a cumulative utility equal to what the opponent would get from its own equilibrium offer for the next time period. During time period t, either a or b could be the offering agent. Consider the case where a makes an offer at t. The package that a offers at t gives b a cumulative utility of
. However, since there is more than one issue, there is more than one package that gives b this cumulative utility. Between these packages, a offers the one that maximises its own cumulative utility. [4, 14] 
Thus, a's tradeoff problem is to find a package
[a t , b t ] that maximises Σ m c=1 k a c a t c such that Σ m c=1 (δ t−1 c − a t c )k b c = U b ([a t+1 , b t+1 ], t + 1) and 0 ≤ a t c ≤ 1 for 1 ≤ c ≤ m.
This tradeoff problem is similar to the fractional knapsack problem
. In this way, agent a performs tradeoffs with the TRADEOFFA(UB(t)) function that uses the greedy approach described above. Thus we get Equation 3 .
Analogously, if b offers at t, we get the equilibrium package of Equation 4 . In this way, the first mover obtains the offer for t = 1 which its opponent accepts.
Theorem 2. For the PD, the time to find an equilibrium offer for t = 1 is O(mn).

Proof. The time to compute the equilibrium offer for t = n is linear in the number of issues (see Equations 1 and 2). For t < n, the agents make tradeoffs. Recall from Theorem 1, that an agent's tradeoff problem is analogous to the fractional knapsack problem.
Hence the time complexity TRADEOFFA (and TRADEOFFB) is O(m) (see [4, 14] for the complexity of the fractional knapsack problem). Tradeoffs are made in every time period from the (n − 1)th to the first. Hence the time complexity of finding an offer for t = 1 is O(mn).
Theorem 3. The PD has a unique equilibrium outcome if the following condition (C 1 )
is true: But if Proof. We show this with a counter example. Let n = 2, δ = 0.5, m = 3, µ = 2, The SEQ procedure. The SEQ procedure differs from the SIM one in that the partitions are now negotiated sequentially, one after another. The issues within a subset are settled using the PD. Negotiation for the first partition starts at time t = 1. If negotiation for the cth (for 1 ≤ c ≤ µ) partition ends at t c , then negotiation for the (c + 1)th partition starts at time t c + 1. Each agent gets its share for all the issues in a partition as soon as the partition is settled. Since the issues in each subset are settled using the PD, the equilibrium for each of these subsets is obtained from Theorem 1 by substituting the appropriate negotiation start times for each partition. Since negotiation for each partition ends in the same time period in which it starts, the time to settle all the m issues is µ. Note that the time complexity of the SEQ procedure is the same as the SIM one. Also, like the SIM procedure, the equilibrium for SEQ is not always Pareto optimal. Finally, the SEQ procedure has a unique outcome if the condition C 1 is true fro all the partitions.
The optimal procedure. The procedure that gives a player the maximum utility is its optimal procedure. For the SEQ procedure the equilibrium outcome strongly depends on the negotiation agenda (i.e., the order in which the partitions are settled). There are two ways of defining the agenda [3] : exogenously (i.e., before the actual negotiation over the issues begins) or endogenously (the agents decide what issue they will settle next during the actual process of negotiation). The agenda that gives an agent the maximum utility is its optimal one [15] . Our objective here is not to determine the optimal agenda, but to consider a given agenda and compare the outcome for the SEQ procedure for the given agenda with the outcomes for the SIM and the PD procedures, in order to find the optimal one. The following theorem characterises this procedure.
Theorem 6. Irrespective of how the m issues are split into µ > 1 partitions, the PD is optimal for both parties.
Proof. We first show that the PD is no worse than the SIM procedure. Consider the SIM procedure for µ > 1. Since the difference between the procedure with µ = 1 and that with µ > 1 is that the former makes tradeoffs across all the m issues, while the latter does not, each agent's utility from the former is no worse than its utility from the latter.
We now show that for a given µ (where µ > 1), for each agent, the outcome for the SIM procedure is better than that for the SEQ one (irrespective of the agenda for the SEQ procedure). We do this by considering each partition. Consider the partition c = 1. Since negotiation for the first partition starts at t = 1 for both SIM and SEQ procedures, the outcome for this partition is the same for µ = 1 and µ > 1. Hence, for the first partition, an agent gets equal utility from the two procedures. Now consider a partition c > 1. Let a denote the first mover for partition c (for 2 ≤ c ≤ µ) for both SIM and SEQ procedures. For the SIM procedure, negotiation for each partition starts at t = 1, and an agreement also occurs at t = 1. But, for the SEQ procedure, negotiation for the cth partition starts at t = c and results in an agreement in the same time period. Since each pie shrinks with time, each agent's cumulative utility for the SIM procedure is greater than its cumulative utility for the SEQ one. Thus, for each agent, the PD is better than the SIM procedure, and the SIM procedure is better than the SEQ one.
We now extend the analysis to an incomplete information setting.
Multi-issue negotiation with uncertainty about deadlines
Here, there is uncertainty about the agents' deadlines. Both agents have a probability distribution over the possible values for n a and n b . Let N ∈ N r denote a vector of r integers such that for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, N i < N i+1 . This vector represents the possible values for n a and n b (i.e., there are r types for a and r types for b). Let P a : N + → R 1 denote the discrete probability distribution function for n a and P b : N + → R 1 that for n b . The vector N and the functions P a and P b are common knowledge to the agents. Also, each agent knows its own type but not that of its opponent. In addition, each agent knows r, δ, k a , k b , and m. Since there are r possible types for each agent, we define r different cumulative utility functions for each of the two agents. If a is of type i (for The PD procedure We know from Theorem 1, that the equilibrium outcome for the complete information setting depends on the earlier deadline n. In the present setting, since there is uncertainty about n, the equilibrium outcome now differs from that in Theorem 1. We first introduce some notation and then obtain the equilibrium.
Let A(i, t) denote the equilibrium strategy for an agent a of type i at time t. Mutatis mutandis for B(i, t). Let [a t , b t ] denote the package offered at t in equilibrium where a t + b t = δ t−1 . Also, let A(i, j, t) denote the equilibrium strategy for an agent a of type i for the time period t, assuming that b is of type j. Mutatis mutandis for B(i, j, t). , t) ) denote the cumulative utility that an agent a (b) of type i expects to get from b's (a's) equilibrium offer at time t. We let EUA(i, j, t) denote agent a's expected cumulative utility from its own equilibrium offer at time t if a is of type i, assuming that b is of type j (EUB(i, j, t) is defined analogously). Note that the difference between EUA(i, t) and EUA(i, j, t) is that the former denotes a's utility for the case where b is the offering agent at t, while the latter is a's utility for the case where a is the offering agent at t. Likewise for EUB(i, t) and EUB(i, j, t).
Also, let EUA(i, t) (EUB(i
Recall that in this setting, an agent only knows its own type but not that of its opponent. Since there are r possible types for each agent, there are r possible offers an agent can make at any time period (one offer corresponding to each possible type). Between these r offers, the one that gives an agent the maximum expected cumulative utility is its optimal offer. If the cth offer (1 ≤ c ≤ r) gives an agent the maximum expected cumulative utility, then we say that its optimal choice is c. For time period t, we let OPTA(i, t) (OPTB(i, t)) denote the optimal choice for agent a (b) of type i.
Consider t = N r . For this time period, for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we have the following (since N r is the largest possible value for n):
EUA(i, N r ) = 0 and EUB(i, N r ) = 0
Note that EUA(i, j, N r ) and EUB(i, j, N r ) do not depend on j because in the last time period, the offering agent gets 100 per cent of all the m pies. For t < N r , we have: EUA(i, t) = EUA(i, θ, t + 1) and EUB(i, t) = EUB(i, λ, t + 1) where θ = OPTA(i, t + 1) and λ = OPTB(i, t + 1).
The function F a takes four parameters: i, j, e, and t, and returns the utility that an agent a of type i gets from offering the equilibrium package for time t, assuming that b is of type j but b is actually of type e. Obviously, b accepts a's offer if U b e (A(i, j, t), t) ≥ EUB(e, γ, t + 1) where γ = OPTB(e, t + 1). Hence, F a is:
where γ = OPTB(e, t + 1). The strategy A(i, j, t) for t = N j is:
and for all time periods t < N j it is:
where [x t , y t ] is the package offered at t. Analogously, F b is:
where α = OPTA(e, t + 1). The strategy B(i, j, t) for t = N j is:
and for all preceding time periods t < N j it is:
Thus, the optimal choices for a and b are:
We compute the optimal choice for t = 1 by reasoning backwards from t = N r . At t = 1, if an agent a of type i is the offering agent, then it offers the package that corresponds to b being of type OPTA(i,1). Likewise, if an agent b of type i is the offering agent, then it offers the package that corresponds to a being of type OPTB(i,1). But since OPTA(i,1) and OPTB(i,1) are obtained under uncertainty, an agreement may or may not occur at t = 1. If it does not, then the agents update their beliefs as follows. Assume an agent a of type i makes an offer at t = 1. If this offer gets rejected, then it means that b is not of type OPTA(i, 1) and so a updates its beliefs about b using Bayes' rule (excluding passed deadlines and putting all the weight of the posterior distribution of a's type over all N i such that i = OPTA(i, 1) ). Now, on the basis of a's offer at t = 1 (say [a 1 , b 1 ]), b can infer the possible types for a. Thus, b also updates its beliefs using Bayes' rule (putting all the weight of the posterior distribution of a's type over N where N ⊆ N is the set of possible types for a that can offer [a 1 , b 1 ] in equilibrium). The belief update rules for the case where b offers at t = 1 are analogous to the case where a offers at t = 1. If the offer at t = 1 gets rejected, then negotiation goes to the next round. At t = 2, the offering agent (say an agent a of type i) finds OPTA(i, 2) with the updated beliefs. This process of updating beliefs and making offers continues until either an agreement is reached or one of the agents quits negotiation.
Theorem 7.
If [x t , y t ] denotes the offer made at time t, then for the PD procedure, for the time period t ≤ N r , the following strategies form a sequential equilibrium: We now show that the beliefs specified above are consistent. During any time period t < N r , suppose the strategy profile (A(i, t) , B(i, t)) assigns probability 1 − to the above specified posterior beliefs and probability to the rest of the support for the opponent's type. As → 0, the fully mixed strategy pair converges to (A, B) . Also, the beliefs generated by the fully mixed strategy pair converge to the beliefs described above. Given these beliefs, strategies A and B are sequentially rational.
s turn If offer gets rejected UPDATE BELIEFS RECEIVE OFFER and UPDATE BELIEFS
We show the earliest possible time of agreement is t = 1 with an example: let The optimal procedure. For each agent, the PD is optimal. The proof is analogous to the proof for Theorem 6 (except the fact that instead of actual utilities, we now use expected utilities).
Related work
A number of studies have analysed different procedures for multi-issue negotiation. For instance, Fershtman [3] extended Rubinstein's model [2] for splitting a single pie 
Conditions for uniqueness if C1 is true if C1 is true for every partition if C1 is true for every partition Table 1 . Outcomes for the incomplete information setting -m is the total number of issues and M is the number of issues in the largest partition (for a definition of C1 see Theorem 3).
to SEQ negotiation for two pies. This model assumes complete information, imposes an agenda exogenously, and studies the relation between the agenda and the outcome of the SEQ bargaining game. On the other hand, [11, 13, 7] study negotiations with an endogenous agenda. For instance, [11] studies PD, SIM, and SEQ negotiation by assuming complete information. Furthermore, the agents are assumed to have discount factors but no deadlines. The main result of this work is that the PD is the optimal procedure and that for each procedure there exist multiple equilibria. [13] extends this work by finding conditions under which the equilibrium is unique. [7] developed an asymmetric information model for two issues and studied the PD and the SEQ procedure. A slightly different approach was taken in [8] by adding a preliminary period in which agents bargain over an agenda first and then settle the issues using this agenda. However, in [7] and [8] the players have discount factors but no deadlines. In summary, the above work differs from ours in that we consider both discount factors and deadlines, whereas previous work only considers discount factors and no deadlines 4 . Negotiation with deadlines was studied in [9] but only for a single issue. Also, the existing literature does not compare the different procedures in terms of a comprehensive list of their attributes (viz. time complexity, Pareto optimality, uniqueness, and time of agreement). Our comparative study of these attributes allows a more informed choice to be made about which procedure is most suitable in which circumstances.
Conclusions and future work
This paper analysed the three key procedures for bilateral multi-issue negotiation between self-interested agents: the PD, the SIM, and the SEQ procedures. Our results (see Table 1 ) show that the PD is better than the other two because it is the optimal procedure for both agents, it is the only one to generate a Pareto optimal outcome, and it achieves these with polynomial time complexity (as the other two procedures). With regard to the time of agreement, the PD and the SIM procedures are similar in that, for the complete information setting, both procedures result in an agreement at t = 1 for all the issues. Also, when there is uncertainty about deadlines, the earliest possible time of agreement is the same for both procedures. But the SEQ procedure is slower in terms of the time of agreement. Finally, all the three procedures have a unique outcome under certain conditions.
In future, we will extend our symmetric information analysis by studying asymmetric information settings. Also, in this work, we modelled the players' time preferences in the form of discount factors. However, it has been shown that the outcome for negotiation with discount factors can differ from that for fixed time costs [8] . Therefore, it will be interesting to extend our analysis to negotiations with fixed time costs.
